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Chapter Director 

Susan Berry 

Aside from the fact that again the month has gone by too fast, now it is a new year. 
When you retire, you will realize that life is passing you by much too quickly. With that 
said now we must begin our planning for another great year for VA C.  

We announced at the Christmas Party that Randi and Dave Green are the new Chapter 
Couple for 2017. They will do a great job and we will support them in everything they 
do!  

In thinking back over the past year, we as a chapter have had lots of fun and we have 
learned more about each other since we travel together and get the opportunity to sit 
and talk, sometimes when you are just out on a road trip you get the opportunity to 
speak with folks you never really had the opportunity to do that with, it’s kind of neat 
when you think about it.  

Our greatest accomplishment this year was Wreaths Across America, Danielle (AKA 
Daniel) did a GREAT job publicizing it and raising funds for our chapter to sponsor so 
many wreaths. I know that there are other groups involved in getting the Yorktown 
Cemetery to have a wreath on every grave but our group did an outstanding job. Of 
course, we could not have done it without the folks at Hampton Roads Harley 
Davidson, ALL the chapters who came to our monthly gatherings and made donations 
and of course those folks who like us felt the cause was great and made large 
donations, they know who they are and we thank them from the bottom of our hearts. 
December 17th was a busy weekend with not the best weather but we had folks show 
up on two wheels, three wheels and four wheels, we had folks from Chapter W, 
Chapter D, Chapter O and of course our own folks; we joined several other motorcycle 
groups, Gloucester American Legion Riders Post 75, American Legion Riders Post 368, 
Combat Vets, and some others we were all there for the same cause and it was a 
wonderful sight to see. Someone commented that they wanted to come but they 
never expected it to be such an emotional experience and they were glad they 
participated.  
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The Spring Thaw is scheduled for Sunday, April 9th, 2017. So, we have some work to do 
and I know that each and every person within the chapter will do their best to help in 
whatever way they can.  

So, Happy New Year and may 2017 be the best year we have ever had!  

Susan  
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Assistant Chapter Director 

John and Lynn Floyd 

Well, 2016 is in the books and we hope that you are looking forward to what 2017 
holds in store. Lynn and I would like to take this time to thank all our Chapter C 
members for making the year a successful one. From monthly VAC gatherings, visiting 
other chapters, ice cream rides, bunko nights, the Highlands Tour ride, parades, Spring 
Thaw, Fall Sprawl, District, and Regional rallies, we tried to have something for 
everyone. There’s never a shortage of things to do in and around Chapter C. It was 
great to see everyone throughout the year, including some of our veteran members 
who we haven’t seen in a while!  

Soon, we’ll have our Ride Meeting to plan 2017. Keep an eye out on your email and our 
Facebook page for details on the date, time, and location. This is your chance to get a 
first look at the year’s events. If there’s a ride or event that you’d like the group to 
participate in, come to the Ride Meeting and let us know! If you can’t make it, let one 
of our Staff know and we’ll bring it up for you.  

Until next time, we wish you a Happy and Blessed New Year!  

Ride safe, and we’ll “C” you around,  

John & Lynn Floyd  

 

 Back to Top  
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Motorcycle Safety 

Dave Green, Chapter Educator 

  Make the Most of Your Motorcycle This Off-Season 

 

After motorcycle season, many riders pack their bikes away 
until the weather breaks. Make the most of your time off by 
upgrading your equipment, your bike, and even yourself. 

Below is a short list of simple ideas to upgrade during your off-season. 
 
Follow these easy tips to get the most out of your motorcycle downtime and keep you 
looking forward to the riding season: 
 
•       Safety Course – Brushing up on safe driving habits is a great way to spend your 
motorcycle off-season. Enroll in a spring safety course ahead of time to guarantee 
yourself a spot. 
•       Tune Up – Take your motorcycle to a licensed mechanic for an official tune up. 
Getting your bike checked before motorcycle season can keep you safe from serious 
problems when you start to ride again. 
•       Gear Up – The right riding attire can make a huge difference when you're out on 
your bike. Take some time in the off-season to see if you need to upgrade any of your 
riding gear. 
•       Review Your Insurance – The off-season is a great time to examine your 
motorcycle insurance and make any changes you need.  
Remember, accidents can happen to the safest of drivers, so it's always good to be 
prepared. 
 
While the snow (or ice in our area) falls and the plow trucks dump their salt, you can 
be planning your next cross-country ride or researching the purchase of a new bike. 
Whatever your off-season holds for you, with these tips, you'll be ready for safe riding 
when the warm weather comes.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             Back to Top  
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Couple of the Year 2017 

Dave and Randi Green 

We are proud to be selected to represent Chapter C as 
your Couple of the Year. We have thoroughly enjoyed our 
time with GWRRA and specifically Chapter C and look 
forward to sharing that with others. We like getting around 
to other Chapters, Districts, and Regions meeting new 
people when we can and hope that you will join us!  

The first weekend in January, we’re traveling to Maryland for their Winter Thing Rally. 
We attended last year and found it to be a great experience with lots of training 
opportunities and fellowship with our GWRRA friends from the north. When we say 
“from the north,” we’re not kidding! There were members there from New England 
and Canada! We came back with some great ideas (like the Lamp Shade Challenge & 
the Crust Derby!). We encourage everyone to attend this event some time if you can.  

Our Ride Meeting will be coming up soon and we hope you can make it. We’ll put plans 
together for the year so bring your ideas to the meeting!  

Thanks so much for putting your faith in us as we represent Chapter C as the Couple of 
the Year!  

Hope to “C” you all a lot in 2017!  

Dave and Randi  

 

Back to Top  
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Membership Enhancement (MEPC) 
 

Happy New Year! 
 

The new year most always brings changes yet providing 
the comfort we need for some things to stay the 
same.  VAC will have some staff changes which always 
means new ideas for the rides and fun events that are 
offered throughout the year.  We hope that YOU will plan 
to join us for the monthly gatherings, any ride that fits 

your schedule and the other great stuff that we will do together!   
 

 

Something to consider 
The more you give, the more you get. 
The more you laugh, the less you fret - 

The more you do unselfishly 
The more you live abundantly. 

The more of everything you share 
The more you'll always have to spare 

The more you love, the more you'll find 
That -- life is good and friends are kind. 

For only what we give away, 
Enriches us from day to day. 

So, let's live our lives through the year 
And fill the world with love and cheer. 

 
 Debbi 
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There are a number of things in the works regarding training in Virginia. We are in the 
process of organizing the first ever "Trainer's Retreat" in February; details are being 
worked out. This Trainer's Retreat is to get UT's together and discuss what is going on 
within GWRRA University and to discuss the upcoming Instructor  
Training Certification Program (ITCP) scheduled to take place in late February in 
Virginia Beach. The ITCP details are still being worked however, I will have more 
information in a few weeks after I talk with Clara Boldt, GWRRA Director of Training. 
There will be a nominal fee to participate in the ITCP; this fee goes towards bringing 
instructor trainers to teach who are located outside of Virginia. More details on the fee 
will be released in a few weeks. 
 
If you are interested in doing something within GWRRA University, like someone who 
guides the association by writing the new modules as part of the IDEA Team, please 
contact Lorrie Thomas at lorriemthomas@aol.com 
 
I want to review the process for Training within the District to try to reduce some 
confusion when requesting a University Trainer (UT).  All requests for classroom 
training, with the exception of CPR, goes through the District Trainer; there is a reason 
for this. Please no not go directly to a UT to request for them to present a module.  
 
This is not to cause a bottle-neck in the process but it allows me to assign a UT. I have a 
database of all UT's in Virginia and it provides me information regarding when was the 
last time the UT presented a module/seminar, when their renewal date is, and how 
many modules/seminars they've presented in the past 2 years. Every 2 years, UT's 
need to renew. But to renew, they must have presented a certain number of 
modules/seminars to meet the renewal criteria. 
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When I get a request from a CD or Educator, I review my list not to see who is closet to 
the Chapter but to see who may need to present a module/seminar to meet their 
recertification.  I may assign a UT from Salem to present training in Williamsburg or I 
may assign someone in Williamsburg to present the training.  This process enables me 
to keep track when the UT last presented a module/seminar and to identify who may 
need to present a module/seminar to maintain certification. I try to see who needs to 
present training or I may assign a UT that is close to the Chapter requesting training.  If 
you have training in the works, please contact myself or Lorrie Thomas with what type 
of training you are interested in so we can start identifying and assign UT's. The more 
time you can provide notice of training, the better. 
 
See you in the classroom and on the road! 
 
 

 
  
 

Back to Top   
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Take a moment to think about all the adventures you have enjoyed as a GWRRA 
member. Are you at the point where you feel you have done it all and seen it all? 
Would you ever consider parking your motorcycle in your front yard to sit and watch 
others pass by off on an exciting, fun-filled journey while you stay put yourself? 
 
GWRRA University is a cutting-edge mode of transportation to take you into new 
territories with qualified, experienced instructors available to guide you along the way. 
Adult students, like yourself, can benefit from innovative hands-on activities and learn 
new skills while discovering unique abilities and talents. 
 
Just like taking any trip, it is important to take what you need with you. To prepare for 
your exploration of the new University you can travel light. All you need is an open 
mind, a desire to learn and a goal to have FUN!!! 
 
We all know riders maintain their proficiency with practice and so it is with GWRRA 
University. PRACTICE? Yes. University coaches, trainers and instructors commit to the 
necessary study, preparation, and continual practice it takes to maintain their 
proficiency providing high-quality classroom and course events for every member they 
serve. 
 
When you participate in an innovative University training event you can put the 
knowledge you gain into PRACTICE to increase your individual proficiency and improve 
your skills in every area of life. The result of your efforts can bring noticeable and 
beneficial changes. Even if you have taken training seminars before, on this trip, you 
will take very different pathways, engage in interesting and significant learning 
experiences, and find out just how much there is still to learn no matter your age. 
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Another thing to consider as you plan your University trip is inviting fellow GWRRA 
members to join you. We all like sharing time with others who enjoy similar activities 
and opportunities to do something different. Why not think about getting a group 
together to create a class? 
 
Ask your District Trainer about the titles offered in the updated University’s library. See 
how any number of the new modules and informational seminars can be combined to 
enhance your awareness, comprehension and understanding, all worthy goals for any 
adult learner. 
 
Working with your district’s training faculty, events can be scheduled for your chapter 
or collectively with several chapters in your area. It can be an event targeting a specific 
set of related topics or a larger occasion bringing a broader range of subject matter to 
the classroom. 
 
Venture out on what may be your first trip outside your comfort zone. Travel to 
GWRRA University’s learning zone where the very best of who you are, what you are 
capable of learning and all you can accomplish will be discovered. It begins just beyond 
your front yard. 
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National News 

 
How many of you enjoy riding in the rain or better yet starting out a ride in the rain? 
Well, I’m like most; I’d much rather watch paint dry than to ride in rain. Just  
the thought gives me the heebie-jeebies. 
 
So, I had planned a ride to one of my favorite destinations and the forecast is for a  
Very slight chance of rain.  The decision was made to go and reservations for lunch 
were made. Within minutes we were on the road, but before I got out of the 
neighborhood a light rain started and by the time I reached my first pit stop the wind 
picked and it started to rain a little harder. Hopefully it was one of those rapidly 
moving showers and we decided to go ahead with my ride, but by the time I reached 
my halfway point it hadn’t let up; as a matter of fact, it was raining a little harder. 
 
I started thinking about how this not the ride I wanted to continue.  
The pristine beauty was replaced with wet roads, rain gear and a dampen spirit. I 
wonder if it was a good decision.... 
 
Then I heard mom’s voice echo in my mind “Get an attitude about it Bruce”.  
This was code in my family for, look for the positive. It is way too easy to see the 
negative and yet, it’s just as easy to see the positive if we put forth just a little effort. 
 
How many times have you gone to Chapter gathering or a Rally (District, Region or 
even Wing Ding) and realized, this isn’t really what you had in mind.  Getting an 
attitude about it means that you will ask different questions, you will look for someone 
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new to meet and maybe look at things with a different set of eyes. Listen with a 
different perspective and perhaps see opportunities that you would have never seen 
before. For me, these opportunities have turned into things I could have never planned 
for and I’m very happy for the results.  So, what about my ride? How did I get an 
attitude about it? Well, I decided that the rain was just going to be part of the day and 
that after all the lunch was great and it was still a beautiful day. I also concluded that 
there was a good lesson to be learned and that I needed a better attitude... hence this 
article. 
 
So, what can you “get an attitude about”? Is there something that continually bugs 
you? Can you find a new perspective and a positive side? You may find opportunities 
that are just waiting for you! But first, you need the right attitude!  
 
Attitude, it can be negative and stop you from many opportunities or you can choose 
to have a Positive Attitude and enjoy all the amazing opportunities that await you. 
 
Thank You & Ride Safe 
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10 Most Common Maintenance Mishaps 
Submitted by Jackie Wall, Chapter C Web Master 

1) Low Tire Pressure 
By far, this is the most common problem techs see with bikes that come into the shop. 
Motorcycles are much more sensitive to changes in tire pressure than other vehicles 
are, and because the tires are relatively small, they lose pressure a lot faster too. 

Thus, usually only the most experienced and disciplined riders keep their tire pressure 
topped off at the proper level - most riders let it fall without even realizing it, from just 
a few PSI (which is not a huge problem) to pressures so low, the bike is literally at risk 
of the tire coming off the rim! 

 2) Excessive Tire Wear 
Most motorcycle riders are guilty trying to squeeze a few more miles out of our tires - 
after all, those things are expensive, and we want to get every mile we can out of 
them! Unfortunately, many riders push it too far thus, and don't realize their tires need 
replacing until way after it should have been done. With only two tiny contact patches 
keeping you upright at any time on a bike, the importance of having serviceable tires 
cannot be overstated. 

3) Old Brake Fluid 
Many riders don't understand the nature of brake fluid, and that it is not only 
hygroscopic (meaning it attracts water from the environment) which dilutes its 
effectiveness, but that it is affected by sunlight, which causes it to darken and age 
prematurely. Regular brake fluid flushes are essential on a motorcycle, but this is a 
maintenance item that is overlooked very often. 

4) Overtightened Clutch Cable 
The most common problem with clutches comes from overly tight clutch cables, 
usually the result of someone adjusting them on their own and not giving it the proper 
slack. This causes the clutch to be partially engaged all the time, and it wears 
prematurely thus. The truth is, it's a lot better to have a bit too much slack in a clutch 
than not enough! 
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5) Overtightened Throttle Cable 
The same riders who are guilty of overtightening their clutch cables often do the same 
with their throttle cables. A throttle cable might not seem too tight when you set it up 
- but when you're trying to make a U-turn at full lock and the cable pulls on the 
throttle, causing your bike to lurch forward, you see how this is a problem quickly! This 
is most often a problem when riders swap handlebars, but don't buy the appropriate 
length cables to accommodate it (usually just to save a buck.) 

6) Neglected Chains 
When it comes to chains, an alarmingly high number of riders do no maintenance on 
theirs whatsoever. Excessive chain slack is the most common problem; riders will 
complain of having laggy acceleration, not even realizing their chain has double the 
amount of recommended slack! 

The other problem is in maintenance of the chain itself - many chains show up rusted 
and dry, showing no sign that they've even been clean or lubed, and more than likely 
have never had their slack adjusted either. The most common cause? Many riders 
don't even know that chain maintenance is a thing!  

7) Excessively Worn Brake Pads and Rotors 
Another common wear item is brake pads and rotors, and the most common reason, 
as Eric explains is that "a lot of riders, especially commuters, don't understand how 
much they actually use their brakes while they ride. They don't realize that 20K miles 
on a bike isn't like 20K on a car - it's more like having 60K on a car. They feel like their 
bikes are still pretty new, but we see a lot of brakes that are metal on metal way 
before riders even start thinking about a brake job." 

8) Loose Fairings and Cosmetics 
A majority of the bikes that come through the shop will have a fairing fastener, seat 
bolt, or license plate bolt missing somewhere. This may not seem important at the 
time because the bike "rides just fine," and many riders end up just forgetting about it. 
The problem occurs when another fastener loosens up and you suddenly have a fairing 
flapping in the wind, which is not only unsightly, it's dangerous - especially if it flies off! 

9) Botched Electrical Jobs 
The guys at Lee's estimate that a staggering 90% of the bikes that come into the shop 
with any kind of aftermarket lighting accessories installed on them are done 
incorrectly, leaving open circuits that end up grounding themselves out and burning 
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fuses - or worse! Moral of the story - if you want to install anything that goes into your 
wiring harness, get someone who knows what they're doing to install it for you! 

10) Neglected Oil 
Ask not only any motorcycle tech, but anyone that works servicing any kind of vehicle, 
and they'll probably tell you one the problem they see more than any other is old, 
worn, dirty oil! Changing your oil and filter are part of vehicle maintenance 101 - 
unfortunately, too many riders either push it too far trying to save a buck, or they 
apply car mileage oil-change intervals to motorcycles, which often run at higher RPMs 
and compression ratios, and therefore need oil changes more frequently. 
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January Birthdays  January Wedding Anniversaries January GWRRA Anniversaries 

Lisa Barnes 15th 
Sharyn Sullinger 18th 
Michael Barnes 19th 

Donna Huey 26th 
 

 

John and Sidney Newbauer 
9th 

 

Calvin Hunt 2 yrs 
Jeanette Hunt 2 yrs 

Cundiff Simmons 26 yrs 
Ellen Simmons 26 yrs 

 

Congratulate these people when you see them.   
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Chapter Director 
Susan Berry 757-810-8915 

govtbkrldy@verizon.net 
 

 
Ride Coordinator 

Randy Morris 804-824-9186 
Rdmorris32@cox.net 

 
 

Asst. Chapter Director 
John and Lynn Floyd 

240053 
crayonjohnfloyd@gmail.com 

 

Social Coordinator 
Open 

Chapter Educator 
Dave Green 757-846-8388 

davenrand@cox.net 
 

Charity/Community Relations 
Sydney Newbauer 757-827-0834 

grizzmom@verizon.net 

Treasurer 
Rebecca J. Pitts 757-869-9616 

Snoekster1@hotmail.com 

Web Master/E-Mail Coordinator 
Jackie Wall 757-766-3391 
walljackie@hotmail.com 

 
Membership Enhancement Coordinator 

Debbie Morris 757-869-2472 
rdmorris32@cox.net 

Newsletter Editor 
Daniel Pitts 757-869-3073 
DPitts0849@hotmail.com 

Assistant Membership Enhancement 
Coordinator 

Open 

Activities & Fun Coordinator 
Sandy Renner 757-867-6940 

bsrnr@verizon.net 
Jackie Wall 757-766-3391 
walljackie@hotmail.com 

 
Chapter Couple of the Year 

Dave and Randi Green 
davenrand@cox.net 

 

Motorcycle Awareness Coordinator 
Open 
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Day Date VA-C Rides/Events All Other Rides/Events 

    
 

 

Check back soon for updated info on rides and events 
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Chapter Location Meeting 

VA – A Northern Virginia 2nd Wednesday – 7:30-pm 

VA – B1 Tappahannock 3rd Sunday– 3 pm 

VA – C Newport News  2nd Sunday – 7pm  

VA – D Richmond 4th Wednesday – 7pm 

VA – E Fredericksburg 3rd Wednesday – 7:30pm 

VA – F Winchester 4th Sunday – 9am 

VA – H Abington 2nd Tuesday – 7pm 

VA – I Manassas 2nd Sunday – 9:30am 

VA – J South Boston 2nd Monday – 7:30pm 

VA – K Roanoke 2nd Monday – 7pm 

VA – L Chesapeake 4th Tuesday – 6pm 

VA – O Williamsburg 4th Sunday – 5pm 

VA – R Harrisonburg 1st Sunday – 3pm 

VA – V Bedford 3rd Sunday – 3pm 

VA – W Chester 2nd Tuesday – 7pm 

VA – X Salem 1st Saturday – 3pm 
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